The literature, logical analysis, video clips, and mathematical statistics methods are used in this paper for statistics and analysis 2012 European Cup Final stage 31 games 73 goals. The results showed that: Scoring high frequency period is the 60mins; the best area of goal is the goal area and penalty area. Means of attack mainly are break of flank and thrust down the middle.
Abstract:
The literature, logical analysis, video clips, and mathematical statistics methods are used in this paper for statistics and analysis 2012 European Cup Final stage 31 games 73 goals. The results showed that: Scoring high frequency period is the 60mins; the best area of goal is the goal area and penalty area. Means of attack mainly are break of flank and thrust down the middle. The goals of corner kick and free kick are used frequently in the game. Fast-paced goal, intense confrontation, rapid conversion of overall offensive and defensive are used frequently in the 2012 European Cup.
Four years of the European Cup is European football's top competition, even in the world of football also has a higher status. The top event of the statistical analysis, we can understand the status of football in Europe and better grasp the development trend in today's football. Due to modern football skills, the development of tactical play, the players individual combat capability and coordinated combat capability continues to improve, it is toward a comprehensive, flexible, fast, intense direction [1] . Ball on the offensive, not defensive ball, scoring goals and stop the opponent's offensive and defensive has become the focus of the game. Based on the 2012 European Cup 16 teams 31 games 73 goals (penalty kick showdown removed from the goal) of relevant indicators and statistics and analysis and comparative analysis of previous European Cup, European Cup to reveal the characteristics of scoring and explore its inherent laws, for the majority of coaches to guide the training and competition to provide a reference.
Subjects and Methods

Subjects
In the 2012 European Cup finals conducted in 31 games, a total of 73 goals (except for penalty goals) time Shi she area, shooting mode, initiating offensive manner and means as the object of study.
1. We will analyze the current situation of the European Cup goals in the first 12, 13 the European Cup goals contrast.
Mathematical statistics
We collected data related to the statistical processing using SPSS12.0 statistical software.
Scale Statistics
Field zoning: Goals video game based on observations and video clips, we will be divided into seven regions scored region. Zone 1 is the goal area; 2 area is restricted left side; Zone 3 of penalty area; 4 for the restricted area right rib; 5 Road area is outside the area; 6 area is outside the area on the left; 7 area is outside the area on the right. Goals zoning specifically shown in Figure 1 . According to the game situation will attack the center and the stadium is divided into two wings, in 6th International Conference on Machinery, Materials, Environment, Biotechnology and Computer (MMEBC 2016) the middle of the pitch 30m Road, both sides of the wing [2] (Fig. 2) . Regions 1 and 3 further merger statistical analysis required for the closed road, Zone 2 and Zone 4 rib merged into the restricted area, District 6 and 7 are combined into restricted area outside the road, outside the area of District 5 Road, were recorded as Ⅰ area, ⅱ area, ⅳ and ⅲ region. 
The number shot on goal Statistical Analysis
The current European Cup finals in 2012 June 9 to July 2, held in Poland and Ukraine. Carried out in all 31 games CCP fired 73 goals (not including the penalty kick showdown goal), an average of 2.35 goals per game, 16 teams completed a total of 880 shots, averaging 28.39 second shot, fired a total of 73 goals, scoring rate of 8.30%, this figure is lower than the first three European Cup field goals (see Table 1 ). As can be seen, the modern football team pay more attention to defense in strengthening the effectiveness of the attack. Prevent other effective attack and shooting teams in tactical training and competition focused on training and use. Table 1 2012 European Cup goals statistics and the number of shots 2.2 Analysis of Scoring region According to Table 2 and Table 3 shows that statistics [3] , the current European Cup football Shishe area characterized mainly for 24.66% of the goals in the goal area (Zone 1) within Shishe completed, this proportion is higher than the first the proportion of the 17th World Cup goal in this area [4] , zone 2, zone 4 respectively costal portion of the box, goals are low. Zone 3 is the goal area opposite the penalty area, scoring ratio in this area is 49.31%, Zone 2, Zone 3, Zone 4 together constitute a restricted area, the proportion of the area of goal was 63.01% (including 3 penalty goals a), indicating that the area is the largest goal area, prompted the team scoring chances should be better grasp of the restricted area. District 5, District 6, District 7, mostly long-range area, less obvious goals. Modern football game against the fierce, scraping positive, or use long-range free kick in the attacking position when less than Jiugong goal directly, becoming a good way, but also fully explain football player on the football field of space and power of soccer game understanding. However, the current European Cup goals in Ⅳ area is 0, indicating that the area outside the road without a goal, a strong ball-handling skills of each team pass the ball and the ability to carry out long-range under the circumstances is not hasty, but by wing penetration, breakthrough, pass in the 2.3 Time Analysis of Scoring According to FIFA Technical statistical methods, the goal time in the game, the second half, each 15min as a time period, each game is divided into six time periods ago after statistics [5] . According to the actual situation, will fall into the first half stoppage time of the first 45min, into second half stoppage time of the first 90min, the second half stoppage time goal is also included in the appropriate time period extra time track the number of small, separate statistics [2] . Table 4 Statistics show that 73 goals in the current European Cup generated in 90min 73 ball game in hand, 0 goals in overtime, the first half goal total to 32, the total number of goals 43.84%, the total number of goals in the second half of 41, 56.16% of the total number of goals. As can be seen the number of goals in the second half of the tournament is higher than the first half, with the first three games in the second half scored significantly higher than the number of features of the first half goals coincide. By Statistics found, near fourth European Cup goals in the second half of the average in the first 15 minutes to 15.25, indicating that each team after halftime through better physical recovery, and strive in the second half just It is harvested at the beginning, to strengthen the attack, increasing the number of shots. 
Analysis of Scoring mode
The main technical means 73 European Cup goals this shot using statistics classified according to Table 5 , the main use of technical means to score a direct shot, then control shot, head shot [6] . Wherein the goal scoring 25 goals, scored 27 goals then control shot, head shot scored 21 goals. Contrast 11, 12 and 13 th European Cup goals relevant information discovery, tournament players score, the more obvious decline in the proportion, while the proportion of the head to score improved significantly over the previous three ratio. Access control field goal ratio is higher than the proportion of the previous access control shot, but less than the 11th and 12th pick control shot ratio. Changes described above, each team defense more proactive, especially for finishing touches defense to foul tactics to undermine a potential threat even so Offence difficult to directly score. 
Offensive Way Analysis
Offensive way into a dynamic offensive attack and positioning the ball two kinds. Motion offense in accordance with the field area range is divided into the center and wing in two forms. Attacking is divided into: corner kick, free kick, penalty kick, throw four forms [2] . Table 6 Statistics show that the current World Cup wing attack on goal ratio of 43.42%, the main wing attack to pass as the main way, players generally use the penalty area and scored from the wing edges between the range that is the implementation of Crossing better [7] ; counter attack goal accounted for 28.95%, in the middle attack mainly short pass penetration based, multi-player for the striker and the avant-garde of the tacit understanding. The number of visible goal motion offense under the form occupies a very high proportion, it shows that in today's dynamic world football offensive forms predominate. However, the current European Cup Soccer scores, the goal of positioning the ball 25 percent (Worthy of note is the current World Cup own goal also made two free kick caused) was significantly higher than the last game localization RALLY ratio. The above described changes in the modern football game, the players individual ability and the strength of the team to continuously improve the overall dynamic offensive attack is the preferred method for each team, but in the active defense defensive player even at the expense of foul against, the positioning ball is critical, the team attaches great importance to locate the ball, hoping by positioning the ball score. By positioning the ball scores become the current European Cup. 
Summary
Modern football game, the goal area and goal area remains the main area of the front of the box score, score region to form the corner and the main short pass penetration, attack and defense of each team have been highly valued. Period goals from the point of view, on the beginning of the second half and the second half is coming to an end stage of a high-frequency period goals, the second half of the period corresponding to the number of goals is more than the number of goals in the first half, indicating that football game goal at a time having salient features. Continue to strengthen the role of defender, the overall offensive posture foregone conclusion. The last time before passing Shishe selection techniques used with a field goal, due to the ability to control the game players to strengthen, can directly pass directly transfer; direct shot directly on goal. If the success rate is not fast hit, the player handling the ball more rational development of the situation on the ground is determined more accurately. Diversity of attack at the same time pay more attention to the rationality and effectiveness of the offensive, the number of goals in the offensive movement on the rise, while the number of goals Attacking also an increasing trend, the overall dynamic offensive is still the team next major offensive way, pay more attention to positioning the ball attack success rate.
